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Dear George,

Reviewers have now commented on your paper. You will see that they are advising that you revise your manuscript. If you are prepared to undertake the work required, I would be pleased to consider your paper for publication.

For your guidance, reviewers’ comments are appended below.

To submit a revision, please go to http://ees.elsevier.com/conbuildmat/ and login as an Author.

Yours sincerely,

Professor Mike Forde, PhD
Editor-in-Chief
Construction & Building Materials

Reviewers’ comments:

The technical content of the paper is good. However, the following suggested minor corrections should be effected before publication:

Page 2:
Remove the brackets in lines 31 and 33, then the sentence will read "In places where compaction and placing are difficult, such as jacketing of structural elements for fire protection, backfilling near retaining structures et cetera...."

Page 6:
Line 45, instead of "......test method has been used here," should read ".....test method was used in this work."

Page 7:
Line 38, instead of ".....obstruction are assessed.....," should read "....obstruction were assessed...."
Line 40, instead of "......filling ability have been measured...," should read ".....filling ability were measured...."